
Characters D6 / Pyke Courier 2

Name: Pyke Courier 2

Species: Pyke

Gender: Male

Move: 10

DEXTERITY 2D

            Blaster: 4D+2

            Dodge: 5D+1

            Brawling Parry: 4D

KNOWLEDGE 3D

            Bureaucracy: 5D+1

            Business: 5D+2

            Intimidation: 4D+1

            Languages: 3D+2

            Streetwise: 5D+2

            Value: 5D

PERCEPTION 3D

            Bargain: 5D

            Con 4D+2

            Gambling: 4D

            Persuasion: 3D+2

            Search: 4D+2

STRENGTH 2D+1

            Brawling: 4D

MECHANICAL 2D

            Repulsorlift Operation: 5D

TECHNICAL 2D

            Security: 4D

Special Abilities:

         Unsettling Appearance: With small childlike faces upon normal sized heads, Pykes appearance is

unsettling to most other species in the galaxy, this gains them an additional +1D in all social skill rolls.

Story Factors:

         Untrustworthy: Whether from their appearance, or knowledge of the Pyke Syndicate, Pykes are not

trusted by the Galactic community, and will be viewed as potential conmen and criminals throughout the

galaxy.

EQUIPMENT

         CREDITS - 2,500



                 Pyke Body Armour and Mask (+2 vs Physical Damage, +1 vs Energy Damage), Comlink,

Blaster Pistol (4D), Landspeeder, 

FORCE SENSITIVE : N

FORCE POINTS 2

DARK SIDE POINTS 0

CHARACTER POINTS 4

Description: The male Pyke courier was a member of the Pyke Syndicate who operated on the planet

Tatooine around 9 ABY. He and three other Pykes encountered Marshal Cobb Vanth of the town Mos

Pelgo while consulting their cargo in the Mos Pelgo territories. Vanth killed the guard's colleagues and let

the guard flee on their landspeeder with their credits.

Biography

Around 9 ABY, the male Pyke worked as a courier as part of the Pyke Syndicate. During the syndicate's

takeover of the desert planet Tatooine, he and three other Pykes were in Tatooine's Mos Pelgo

territories, the four consulting their cargo of spice and credits at their landspeeder by some moisture

vaporators. While the Pykes spoke of what to do with the cargo, Marshal Cobb Vanth of Mos Pelgo

interrupted the group. The marshal gripped his own pistol to keep the Pykes from making any sudden

moves on him. The courier and his colleagues stared at Vanth, who stated that he was in charge of the

territories and gave the Pykes a chance to peacefully withdraw and return to the rest of their syndicate.

With one of the Pykes, another courier, exchanging nods with a Pyke guard, the group attempted to fire

at Vanth, the courier reaching for a weapon in the landspeeder. However, Vanth drew quicker and

gunned down the Pykes, excluding the courier. Surrendering, the Pyke raised his hands and the marshal

told the courier to warn his bosses that any spice runner passing into his territory will be lost forever. After

Vanth had him leave his chest of spice, the Pyke claimed it was worth more than Mos Pelgo, but the

marshal joked that he would therefore retire. Leaving the spice behind, the guard hopped into his

speeder and left.

Personality and traits

A male Pyke, the courier attempted to take Cobb Vanth by surprise and kill him quickly, but chose to

surrender when the marshal swiftly dropped the Pyke's three colleagues. After Vanth fined the courier of

his chest of spice, the Pyke compared its value to the town that the marshal controlled.

Equipment

The Pyke courier wore brown and black clothing with a brown belt and boots and a dark helmet with a

silver breath mask. He had a weapon and drove a landspeeder. 
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